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Measurements of KASCADE-Grande on themuon size in high energy extensive air showers (EAS)
have provided evidence that the actual attenuation length of shower muons in the atmosphere is
larger than the expectations from the hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC and
SIBYLL 2.3. This discrepancy is related to a deficient description of the shower muon content
with atmospheric depth by Monte Carlo (MC) models. To further explore the origin of the above
anomaly, we have investigated the muon size as a function of the primary energy at different
zenith angles using data from the KASCADE-Grande experiment. The procedure consisted in
comparing the measured muon number flux against the predictions of a reference cosmic ray
energy spectrum and from the observed difference to estimate the data/MC muon ratio that best
describe the measurements. The ratio is then applied to the MC simulations and from here, we
estimate the muon content versus the primary energy. As a reference model, we employed the
energy spectrum measured from the Pierre Auger observatory, while, for the different cosmic
ray abundances, the GSF model. Results are presented using the QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC,
SIBYLL 2.3 and SIBYLL 2.3c models in the analysis procedure.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of the muon content in extensive air showers (EAS) with primary energies above
10 PeV frommeasurements of several experiments seems to reveal important discrepancies between
the data and the predictions of modern high-energy hadronic interaction models [1], QGSJET-II-
04 [2], EPOS-LHC[3] and SIBYLL 2.3 [4]. In particular, the studies point out an excess in the
measured number of shower muons over expectations, which seems to increase with the primary
energy. To investigate this anomaly with KASCADE-Grande [5], we have performed an analysis
of the data from the experiment to estimate the muon content (#`) in cosmic-ray induced EAS
as a function of the primary energy from 1016 eV to 1018 eV. Then, we compared these muon
estimations with the predictions of the hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC and
SIBYLL 2.3 and SIBYLL 2.3c [6].
For this analysis, due to the lack of a model independent energy estimator in KASCADE-
Grande, we have used the analysis method proposed by the NEVOD-DECOR [7, 8] and the SUGAR
[9] cosmic-ray experiments. The idea is to compare the measured muon flux, 3Φ4G?/3#`,4G?,
against another one, 3ΦB8</3#`,B8<, predicted by a reference model for the energy and composition
of cosmic rays. Then, from the difference between the fluxes, the ratio between the data and the
MC muon number (') that best describes the data is found based on the following equation [1]:
3Φ4G? (#`,4G?)/3#`,4G? = 3ΦB8<(#`,B8<)/3#`,B8< × 3#`,B8</3#`,4G?
= 3ΦB8<(#`,4G?/')/3#`,B8< × 1/'. (1)
Finally, by applying the ' factor to the MC data, we estimate the measured muon number as a
function of the energy. In the following sections, we will present the details of the experimental
apparatus, the selected data, the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, the method of analysis and the
results. We will end with the corresponding conclusions.
2. The KASCADE-Grande detector and the measured data
KASCADE-Grande was a cosmic ray experiment located close to sea level (110m a.s.l.) in
the campus north of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (49.1◦ N, 8.4◦ E), Germany [5, 10].
It consisted of a complex of particle detectors aimed to measure the electromagnetic, muon and
hadron components of EAS induced by cosmic rays with primary energies from 1 PeV up to 1 EeV.
The experiment was conceived as a particle detector array formed by different types of detectors
(a calorimeter, scintillator and muon detectors, multiwire proportional chambers, underground
tracking detectors, and streamer tubes). KASCADE and Grande were the main detector systems
of the experiment (see fig. 1). Shower electrons and photons (with threshold energy of 5 MeV
for vertical incidence) were measured with the main array of KASCADE, which consisted of a
200 × 200m2 square grid of 252 liquid scintillator detectors spaced 13m apart and grouped into
16 detector clusters. On the other hand, shower muons (with energies > 230 MeV for vertical
incidence) were detected with a set of 192 shielded plastic scintillator detectors located under the
electromagnetic detector units belonging to the outer clusters of the KASCADE array. Charged
particles (4 + ` with more than 3 MeV for vertical incidence) from air showers were registered with
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detectors (divided into 18 hexagonal clusters) separated by a mean distance of 137m from each
other. Together, the shielded and unshielded detectors fromKASCADE and the scintillator detectors
from Grande provided measurements of the total number of shower electrons (#4), muons (#`) and
charged particles (#2ℎ) on an event-by-event basis. Grande also supplied measurements to estimate
the shower core position and the shower axis direction.
KASCADE-Grande collected data fromDecember 2003 to November 2012. In our analysis, we
have used measurements from this period. In total, we analysed a subsample of 1.276 × 107 events
corresponding to an effective time of 1.577 × 108 s. The data were selected after the application
of a set of selections cuts, which were carefully chosen to diminish the impact of the systematic
uncertainties in the present study.
The chosen data only include events that were successfully reconstructed and that were acquired
during stable runs with no hardware problems and in which all the muon and electromagnetic
KASCADE clusters were active. Runs with less than 18 active Grande clusters were also discarded.
The data that we studied were collected for zenith angles \ < 40◦. This selection avoids the
introduction of systematic errors that increase with \. We also used data with shower cores located
in a central area of Grande with radial distances A = [150m, 650m] from the center of KASCADE
(c.f. fig. 1). This way, we reduced edge effects in our analysis. EAS with large uncertainties in
the total shower size were removed from our data subsample by requiring events that triggered at
least one of the Grande clusters, produced signals in more than 11 Grande stations, had shower ages
between −0.385 and 1.485 and total shower sizes #` > 3×104 and #4 > 1×104. The selected data
satisfy also a final cut, which refers to the deposited energy in the Grande detectors. This criterion
removes reconstructed EAS with large bias in #2ℎ, #4 and #`.
Figure 1: Diagram of the KASCADE-Grande layout.
In the upper right corner, we observe the position of
the KASCADE array. In red, we show the outer KAS-
CADE clusters, and in gray the inner ones. The small
circles indicate the position of the Grande detectors.
The dotted line encloses the fiducial area used for the
analysis in this work.
After selection cuts, the corresponding
trigger and reconstruction energy threshold for
cosmic ray events is log10(/GeV) = 7.1±0.2,
whereas the muon and charged particle number
thresholds for EAS are log10(#`) = 5.15±0.15
and log10(#2ℎ) = 6.1 ± 0.3, respectively.
The thresholds were estimated using MC data,
which will be described in the next section.
3. MC simulations
To perform this analysis, we have produced
a set of MC simulations using CORSIKA v7.5
[11] without thinning for five primary nuclei:
H, He, C, Si and Fe. Here, we employed
Fluka 2011.2 [12] to simulate hadronic inter-
actions with ℎ ≤ 200 GeV and four differ-
ent hadronic interaction models, QGSJET-II-
04, EPOS-LHC, SIBYLL2.3 andSIBYLL2.3c,
for the simulations at higher energies. The events were generated for \ < 42◦ and inside the primary
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The QGSJET-II-04 data sets for each mass group were weighted in order to simulate power-law
spectra with W = −3 with the same intensity. They were combined to create a MC data set with
a mixed composition scenario where all elements are present on equal abundances. These data
were used to construct a muon correction function that was applied to the MC and the experimental
data event-by-event following [13, 14] to reduce the systematic uncertainties in the estimated muon
number.
On the other hand, by weighting the MC simulations for each high-energy hadronic interaction
model, we have produced the reference energy and composition model of cosmic rays for our
analysis. As a reference model we have used the total energy spectrum reported in [15] by the
Pierre Auger Collaboration for  ≥ 3 × 1017 eV, while, at lower energies, the spectrum predicted
by the GSF model [16]. The latter was also used to describe the relative abundances of cosmic
ray nuclei above 1 PeV. The GSF model provides the relative abundances for H, He, O and Fe
primaries. However, as we do not have simulations for oxygen nuclei, we have used our MC data for
carbon primaries instead. On the other hand, we did not incorporated the simulations for Si nuclei
in our reference data sets. The energy spectra for the H, He, C and Fe mass groups in our reference

































Figure 2: Cosmic ray energy spectra for the H, He,
C and Fe mass groups in our reference model. The
model is based on the GSF composition model [16]
and the Pierre Auger total energy spectrum [15].
We divided the data sets into three zenith
angle intervals with approximately the same
aperture, i.e., [0◦, 21.78◦], [21.78◦, 31.66◦]
and [31.66◦, 40◦]. For each of them, we built
the histograms for the muon size (#`). The
latter is carried out for our reference MC data
sets and the experimental data. To create the
muon histograms, we used data in the inter-
val log10(#`) = [5.0, 7.4]. For log10(#`) <
7.0, we employed bins of size 0.2 and for
log10(#`) = [7.0, 7.4], a single bin.
Then, in order to get insight into the de-
pendence of the actual muon size in EAS with
the primary energy,  , we compared the muon
histograms for measured and MC data using a
j2-minimization procedurewithMINUIT from
ROOT [17], in particular, we look for the shift
in log10(#`) that is needed to apply to the MC
simulations as a function of the MC primary energy to reproduce the experimental muon histogram.


































































]°, 40.00° = [31.66θ 
Figure 3: Histogram of the measured #` (black dots) and the result of the fit (red lines) using QGSJET-II-04
and the shift in MC data given by equation (3). Here, events with \ < 21.78◦ (left) and 31.66◦ < \ < 40◦
(right) were considered.
where 8 = 1, ..., < runs over each log10(#`) bin and =4G?,8 (=",8) is the measured (simulated)
number of events for the 8-th bin. On the other hand, f8," is the expected error per bin, which is
calculated using the square root of the sum of the square of weights inside the corresponding bin.
The shift in the muon number is parameterized as follows:
X` = Δ log10(#`) = 00 + 01 · log10(/GeV) + 02 · log210(/GeV). (3)
Here, 0 9 ( 9 = 0, 1, 2) represents the fitting parameters. The formula is fitted for the data in each
zenith angle interval. As an example, the results of the fit of the measured data for vertical and
inclined events are shown in fig. 3 using QGSJET-II-04.
We then applied the fitted shift, given by eq. 3, to the true #` of the corresponding MC
simulations used for the analysis. This will be our estimated #4G?` () from the experimental data
for the corresponding zenith angle interval. The analysis was performed using the four post-LHC
high-energy hadronic interaction models considered in this work.
5. Results
For each zenith angle interval, and hadronic interaction model, we computed the estimated
log10 [#`/ (GeV)] from the measured data as a function of the primary energy log10(/GeV).
We displayed the results in this form due to the narrow separation of the results in the log10(#`)
vs log10(/GeV) phase space. The plots are shown on the panels of fig. 4 and are compared with
fits to the predictions of the post-LHC hadronic interaction models for H, Fe and our reference
composition model. In each panel, the hadronic model used to estimate the muon content from the
measured data is used to compute the expectations. The graphs are also plotted along with their
respective statistical and systematic uncertainties.
As statistical error we provide the standard error on the mean added in quadrature with the
statistical error due to the limited MC sample. On the other hand, the systematic error has different
contributions, which were added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty. The











































































































































































































]o, 40.00o = [31.66θ
MC: Fe
Figure 4: Experimental (data points) and expected (lines) mean values of log10 [#`/ (GeV)] versus
log10 (/GeV) in the framework of several post-LHC hadronic interaction models, from top to bottom:
EPOS-LHC, SIBYLL 2.3, QGSJET-II-04 and SIBYLL 2.3c. Each column correspond to a different zenith
angle bin. Inside each panel, the upper red lines represent the expectations for 4, the middle segmented
lines in violet, for the GSF model and the lower blue lines, for . The vertical error bars on the experimental
plot represent statistical errors, while the gray band, the total systematic error.
• Error due to the shape of the energy spectrum: It was evaluated by employing the energy
spectrum from the GSF model in the analysis instead of the Auger spectrum that we used as
a reference for this study. The differences between the results obtained using both spectra
were considered as the corresponding systematic error.
• Error due to uncertainties in composition: It was estimated by varying the relative abundance
of the heavy (C+Fe) to the light (H+He) mass groups. For the GSF model, the ratio is close
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number, we modified the relative heavy/light abundance in our MC simulations in such a way
that we have a ratio of 2.9 and another one with 0.99 at 100PeV. These values are close
to other ones observed from previous analyses of composition in KASCADE-Grande using
different post-LHC hadronic interaction models (QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC and SIBYLL
2.3) [18]. The maximum/minimum variations in the results with respect to the reference
value were computed as the systematic uncertainties due to composition.
• Influence of uncertainties in the muon lateral distribution function (LDF): In previous works
[14], we have observed that the actual lateral distribution functions of muons seems to be
steeper than the expected fromMC simulations. This difference seems to produce a systematic
bias on #` which depends on the distance to the center of the array of muon detectors. To
quantify the influence of this effect on the final result, we have divided the fiducial area
in two regions, each of them with approximately the same acceptance. That was carried
out by applying a radial cut at A = 410m. Then, we calculated log10 [#`/ (GeV)] for
each subsample and compared them with the standard result. The maximum and minimum
differences were taken as the limits of the respective systematic errors.
• Uncertainty on the estimated fitted parameters: We computed this error by varying the fitted
parameters, which are applied to the MC data, inside the corresponding 68 % C.L. intervals.
The maximum range of variation of the muon content vs energy with that obtained from the
reference value was registered as the corresponding systematic uncertainty.
• Uncertainty on the energy scale: The energy scale used in the spectrum of the Pierre Auger
observatory has a conservative systematic error of ±14 %. We have varied the energy scale
by ±14 % in our composition model and have repeated the calculations. For the upper energy
limit, we got the smaller values for the estimated muon size from the data, and for the lowest
one, the largest values of #`. The differences with respect to the reference value with no shift
in the energy scale were taken as the systematic errors due to the uncertainty in the energy
scale.
The total systematic errors are dominated by contributions from uncertainties in the energy
calibration and the LDF of muons. The former is the largest one for all zenith angles. It is important
to comment that the errror due to the LDF of muons decreases for large zenith angles. For vertical
events the differences are greater at high-energies as the actual muon LDF seems to be steeper than
the one used to reconstruct the estimated #` size in MC simulations and even that the data itself in
this energy regime [19].
From fig. 4, we observe that none of the high-energy hadronic interaction models studied here
is able to describe consistently the total muon number of EAS measured in KASCADE-Grande at
different zenith angles. In particular, we observe that the predictions of the EPOS-LHC, SIBYLL
2.3 and SIBYLL 2.3c do not contain the measurements of the KASCADE-Grande experiment for
vertical EAS at high energies. Here, we observe that the actual data are below the MC simulations.
On the other hand, the curves of #` () forMC and experimental data seem to be in better agreement
for inclined EAS.
In addition, we notice that the data seem to imply that the composition of cosmic rays becomes
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reported in [14], which implies that the measured muon attenuation length is larger than in MC
simulations.
It is interesting to note that for large zenith angles we are sampling the muon energy spectrum
at production site for higher muon energies. Therefore, these anomalies may be correlated with
differences in the muon energy spectra between measured data and model expectations. In this
case, our results would imply that the muon energy spectra predicted by the post-LHC models are
steeper than the corresponding ones for the measured data.
6. Conclusions
We have estimated the muon content of EAS versus the primary energy in actual EAS using
KASCADE-Grande data for the range from  = 1016 eV to  = 1018 eV and zentih angles \ ≤ 40◦.
The comparison with the predictions of the hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-
LHC, SIBYLL 2.3 and SIBYLL 2.3c reveals several differences between the muon data and the
models, which could imply that the muon energy spectrum from real EAS is harder than that from
simulated ones at a given primary energy.
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